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"Just when you thought it couldn't get any better!" A new edition of the bestselling English File - the best way to get your students talking.A blend of
completely new lessons, updated texts and activities, together with the refreshing
and fine-tuning of some favourite lessons from New English File - English File
third edition provides the right mix of language, motivation, and opportunity to get
students talking.English File third edition offers more support for teachers and
students. Teacher's Book provides over 100 photocopiables to save preparation
time, plus extra tips and ideas. Classroom Presentation Tool brings your
classroom to life with the Student's Book and Workbook, on-screen
andinteractive.
90% new, with refreshed content and new features.
Offers a focal point in lessons integrating the four skills. Gives experienced
teachers fresh ideas, and less experienced teachers lots of practical support.
This photocopiable resource book and audio CD of speaking activities is
designed to encourage engaging and natural discussion among advanced-level
students. The book consists of 26 topic-based units, each filled with a variety of
stimulating activities. All the activities are free-standing, and comprehensive
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teacher's notes give a clear indication of the preparation required, as well as keys
to the activities, complete audioscripts and suggestions for discussion-based
writing tasks. The audio recordings include listening material from the book in a
wide range of native-speaker accents.
The right explanations and practice for your language level, plus the only CDROM with interactive 'find and correct the mistake' exercises.
Oxford Practice GrammarWith Answers. IntermediateLifelinesIntermediate.
Student's bookOxford University Press, USA
The New Edition of International Express Intermediate retains all the key features of this
popular and successful four-level course. It combines engaging, up-to-date topics with a timeefficient and student-centred approach to language work, and clearly focused activities that
reflect learners' real communicative needs - the ideal course for professional adults who use
English for work, travel, and socializing.
Navigate Pre-Intermediate is suitable for CEFR level B1.Navigate is a brand new, six-level
General English course tailored exclusively to adults. The course takes an innovative approach
to reading and listening, based on academic research as to how adults best learn
languages.The B1 Teacher's Guide gives a clear overview of each unit including a fast track
version for shorter courses. It includes extensive lesson notes with additional pedagogical
support offering tips on areas such as differentiation, critical thinking and smart
communication. Find photocopiables for extra grammar, vocabulary and communication
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practice in each unit - plus vox pop video worksheets.Teacher Support and Resource Disc
includes:Unit testsProgress testsEnd of course testsAll photocopiable activities from the
Teacher's Guide, wordlists, all video from the Coursebook as well as lesson overview videos
from Catherine WalterExtra resources and support on the Teacher's Website are designed to
make lesson planning easier.
Makes learners aware of the enormous amount of information in most ELT dictionaries.
Practises reading skills. Provides memory training. Includes a section on bilingual dictionaries.
Encourages learners to have fun with dictionaries.
A new course with a strong focus on student motivation and communicative outcomes. The
package includes DVDs and interactive whiteboard resources.
Teaching English as a Foreign or Second Language, Second Edition, is designed for those
new to ESL/EFL teaching and for self-motivated teachers who seek to maximize their potential
and enhance the learning of their students. This guide provides basic information that ESL/EFL
teachers should know before they start teaching and many ideas on how to guide students in
the skills of listening, speaking, reading, and writing. It stresses the multifaceted nature of
teaching the English language to non-native speakers and is based on the real experiences of
teachers. The second edition of Teaching English as a Foreign or Second Language includes
a wider range of examples to coincide with a variety of teaching contexts-from K-12 schools, to
university intensive language programs and refugee programs. It is also updated with
discussions of technology throughout, and it considers ways in which technology can be used
in teaching language skills. Sources for further study are included in each chapter and in the
appendixes.
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This popular series gives teachers practical advice and guidance, along with resource ideas
and materials for the classroom. The tasks and activities are clearly presented, and offer
teachers the information they need about level, time, preparation, materials, classroom
management,monitoring, and follow-up activities. Each book offers up to 100 ideas, as well as
variations that encourage teachers to adapt the activities to suite their individual classrooms.
Are you looking for an exciting opportunity to travel and work abroad? Teaching English as a
foreign language is a fun and rewarding career choice if you want to see the world. Whether
you're a trained teacher, newly qualified or want to travel the globe, Teaching English Abroad
is the most comprehensive guide to finding and securing a teaching job abroad. Packed with
hundreds of different schools and placements across 90 countries from South Korea to
Australia, there are a huge range of opportunities to choose from, including both long and shortterm placements. Teaching English Abroad provides all the essential information you need,
region by region, so you have a safe and successful trip. Inside find out: How valuable
qualifications are to teaching abroad Which ELT courses available, lasting from a weekend to 3
years Where to search for jobs from recruitment organisations to websites How to prepare for
your trip abroad and overcome any issues How other teachers found their work from personal
accounts Now in its 16th edition, this new edition includes more than 50 new employer listings
- from Switzerland to Taiwan, Georgia to Kenya, and Hungary to Bolivia.
The world's best-selling English course - a perfectly-balanced syllabus with a strong grammar
focus, and full support at all six levels.With its proven methodology, Headway is the course you
can always trust.The strong grammar focus, clear vocabulary syllabus and integrated skills
work give you lessons that really work in class.Constant updates mean the material is always
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current, and with a huge range of components available - including new digital resources for
interactive whiteboards - you've always got support where you need it.Headway Fourth Edition
Video (Beginner-Intermediate) is now available in a DVD pack with photocopiable worksheets.
100% new. New Practical English video, featuring authentic interviews with real people.
Shorter syllabus for Beginner-level students.
English File Third Edition Intermediate Plus is suitable for CEFR level B1+. Intermediate Plus is
an optional level, specifically designed for students who have completed an Intermediate B1
course but are not yet ready for an Upper-Intermediate B2. English File Third Edition provides
a comprehensive package of completely new lessons, and up-to-date texts. A proven balance
of grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation and skills gives students the language they need,
and fresh, lively lessons and engaging topics make classes enjoyable and provide the
motivation and opportunity to practice and improve.The English File Third Edition Teacher's
Book offers a comprehensive walk-through guide to every lesson, in every unit of the English
File Third Edition Student's Book, along with over 70 photocopiable activities. The English File
Teacher's Book package comes complete with a Test & Assessment CD-ROM, which includes
a complete test for every File, an End-of-course Test, two Progress Tests, and a Quick Test for
every File.
A new general English course which focuses very strongly on student motivation and
communicative speaking outcomes. Package includes DVDs and interactive whiteboard
resources.
This popular series addresses the needs of primary teachers, teacher trainers, and trainee
teachers.
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This book offers updated communicative activities for teaching new words to language
learners, including collocations, the mother tongue, and lexis as a system.
This popular series gives teachers practical advice and guidance, along with resource
ideas and materials for the classroom. The tasks and activities are clearly presented,
and offer teachers the information they need about level, time, preparation, materials,
classroom management, monitoring, and follow-up activities. Each book offers up to
100 ideas, as well as variations that encourage teachers to adapt the activities to suite
their individual classrooms.
New Headway English Course takes the successful Headway series into an exciting
new era. It introduces new features to challenge adult and young adult students and
ensure that learning English is interesting and motivating. The course combines the
best of traditional methods with more recent approaches, to help students use English
both accurately and fluently. Learners at the upper-intermediate level require a different
approach. It is no longer appropriate to examine language items in isolation. In New
Headway Upper-intermediate, grammatical areas are treated in greater depth so that
students begin to perceive the systems that underlie the language. This new upperintermediate course provides around 120 hours of language learning. It follows on from
New Headway Intermediate, and together with Headway Elementary, Headway Preintermediate, and Headway Advanced, provides a fully comprehensive language
teaching series. Key features: • New, universal topics selected from a wide variety of
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sources, including authentic listening texts. • In-depth treatment of grammar: Each unit
starts with a Test your grammar section, followed by Language in context, where
students work out rules through Grammar questions. The Practice Bank provides a
choice of wide-ranging exercises and the Grammar Reference gives detailed rules of
form and use. • The grammar of spoken English is examined, with work on areas such
as being polite, linking and commenting adverbs, exaggeration and understatement,
and lexis in discourse. • Thorough skills syllabus: All four skills are developed
systematically and integrated through related tasks. • Well-defined lexical syllabus with
work on systems such as collocation, binomials, homonyms, and compounds. •
Pronunciation practice is integrated at appropriate points throughout the units. •
Everyday English is practised in the Postscript section. In addition to the Student's
Book, there is a Teacher's Book with extra photocopiable activities, two Class
Cassettes, a Workbook, and an optional Workbook Cassette. This level is
supplemented by Headway Upper-intermediate Video and New Headway Upperintermediate Pronunciation.
Helps teachers of young learners introduce and practise grammar in a fun and
motivating way. Steers a middle course between grammar-based and communicative
approaches to teaching: meaning is the main focus of all language teaching and
grammar is an intrinsic part of making meaning explicit
This engaging, succinct text is an introduction to both phonetics and phonology as
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applied to the teaching of pronunciation to English language learners. Section 1
selectively covers the main areas of phonetics and phonology, without going into any
area in more depth than the average English language teacher requires or that the
average English language teacher trainee can handle. Section 2 focuses on practical
issues related to learners and how they learn languages, and what represents good
practice in terms of classroom activities for pronunciation—including aspects such as
targets, motivation and priorities. The chapters end with activities to help the reader
understand concepts. Section 3 provides innovative sample activities which put into
practice the theoretical points covered in the first two sections, answers to the various
exercises, recommended further reading (both print and non-print), a glossary of
technical phonetic terms, and a bibliography of works on pronunciation teaching. The
text is accompanied by a Companion Website with audio recordings of model
pronunciations and audio material relating to the activities.
This book provides ideas on how to integrate film into a general course, how to set up
film projects, and a glossary of helpful film terms. Requires no previous film knowledge.
A motivating three-level course with a clear, coherent structure and built-in flexibility. Lifelines
combines thorough language presentation and practice with human-interest topics and texts. It
provides core material of 70-100 hours per level.
Fun, motivating lessons that work. The perfect balance of grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation,
and skills to get your students speaking English with confidence. A complete package for
teachers and students. The Teacher's Book gives you the support you need, and all the
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components work together for more effective learning. Common European Framework of
Reference B1-B2. Saves time and makes life much easier. The Teacher's Book with everything
: Test and Assessment CD-ROM, with customizable tests and CEF assessment material ;
Photocopiable Grammar, Communicative, and Vocabulary activities ; Photocopiable song
activities ; Photocopiable revision material ; Full teaching notes ; Extra support, Extra
challenge, and Extra ideas highlighted in colour. Websites : Teacher's Website with teaching
resources and reference material www.oup.com/elt/teacher/englishfile ; Student's Website with
learning resources, interactive exercises, and games www.oup.com/elt/englishfile/intermediate.
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